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Cistern Blocks 

Don’t just save water – create it! A breakthrough range of bio-enzyme 

products which save, and then create water! Eliminate flushing, odours 

and blockages, and then turn human waste into a viable source of water! 

Create Water!  

The Green Cabin is a leading manufacturer of an entire range of bio-enzymatic 

products uniquely designed for the pending water crisis.  

The benefits are profound. Imagine converting human waste in the city’s toilets, 

urinals, septic systems, sewer lines, pump stations and sewer plants into a viable 

source of waste water! 

 

 

No Odours = Saving Water  
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After being introduced to human waste, the Green Cabin’s range of products rapidly 

produce an unlimited number of enzymes to quickly and effectively eliminate foul 

odours, while emitting a powerful and pleasant odour masking fragrance.  

No odours mean not having to flush toilets and urinals, thereby and saving a huge 

amount of water! 

Cistern Block:  

The Green Cabin Cistern Block technology neutralizes urine odours, while disguising 

its colour.  

A bio-enzyme block is simply popped into the cistern, meaning it’s automatic and 

happens on every flush. Average toilets are flushed about 2000 times per year. That 

means a portion of over 15 000 litres of drinking water literally goes down the toilet! 

After eventually flushing, The Green Cabin’s incredible bio-technology converts 

human solids and waste into an effective water source! 

Flush-Free 9 Enzyme System: 

Where cisterns are not present, this potent 9-enzyme, coloured and fragranced bio-

enzyme spray is simply sprayed into the toilet bowl, with all the aforementioned 

benefits. Save 14 000L of water per 1L bottle! When eventually flushing,  

The Green Cabin bio-enzyme technology converts human organic waste into carbon 

dioxide and water! 

Savings for Building Owners:  

In 2009, the benefits of these bio-enzyme products were proven to a leading property 

management company.  

It was ingeniously decided to make these bio-enzyme products a standard tender 

specification and have been used at 2500 buildings nationwide ever since!  
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The Green Cabin now has a full range of bio-enzyme products which can replace 

virtually every harsh cleaning chemical in existence. 
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